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PERVERSION: Elizabeth Roudinesco, Some Facets of Perversion; Sergio Benvenuto,
Perversions Today. THE BODY AND THE REAL: Adrian Vodovosoff, The Suffering Subject
Faced with Advances in Science and Medical Technique. Ethics, Thought, Humanity; Oren
Gozlan, The "Real" Time of Gender; Viktor Mazin, Techniques for Masturbating. The
Impossible Sexual Relationship as Prescribed by Gaspar Noe's Film We Fuck Alone.
PASOLINI & FIREFLIES: Jean Paul Curnier, The Disappearance of the Fireflies; Cristiana
Cimino, Witnesses of Desire. REVIEWS: Claudia Frank, Melanie Klein in Berlin - Her First
Psychoanalyses of Childer, by Ayelet Hirshfeld; Roger Frie and Donna Orange (editors),
Beyond Postmodernism, New Directions in Clinical Theory and Practice, by Raul Moncayo."
Melanie Klein's extension of Freud's ideas - in particular her explorations into the world of the
infant and her emphasis on the complex interactions between the infant's internal world of
powerful primitive emotions of love and hate and the mothering that the infant receives - were
greeted with skepticism but are now widely accepted as providing an invaluable way of
understanding human cognitive and emotional development. Klein's insights shed light on
persecuted states, guilt, the drive to create and to repair; they also provide the clinician with a
theory of technique. Klein's work has inspired the work of psychoanalysts around the world.
Her concept of projective identification with its implications for the understanding of
countertransference made a significant impact on her followers and on psychoanalysts in other
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countries and from other schools of thought. Further exploration of these ideas has led to
greater understanding of how change occurs in psychoanalysis and has inspired a large
literature with a particular focus on technique.
In this book Claudia Frank discusses how Melanie Klein began to develop her psychoanalysis
of children. Melanie Klein in Berlin: Her First Psychoanalyses of Children offers a detailed
comparative analysis of both published and unpublished material from the Melanie Klein
Archives. By using previously unpublished studies, Frank demonstrates how Klein enriched the
concept of negative transference and laid the basis for the innovations on both technique and
theory that eventually led not only to changes in child analysis, but also to changes in the
analysis of adults. Frank also uncovers the influence that this had on Klein's later theories of
the paranoid-schizoid and depressive positions, and on her understanding of psychotic
anxieties. The first seven chapters in the book provide an explanation of the essence of Klein's
approach to child psychoanalysis covering topics including: the inevitability and usefulness of
negative transference development of play early conscious and unconscious phantasies. Part
two provides a translation of Klein's unpublished notes on the treatments of four of the children
she analysed in Berlin: 7-year-old Grete, 2-year-old Rita, 7-year-old Inge and 6-year-old Erna.
Melanie Klein in Berlin is the first text to make extensive use of Klein's unpublished papers,
clinical notes, diaries and manuscripts. It will appeal to anyone involved in child psychoanalysis
and the development of Melanie Klein's thinking.
Does critical theory still need psychoanalysis? In Critique on the Couch, Amy Allen offers a
cogent and convincing defense of its ongoing relevance. Countering the overly rationalist and
progressivist interpretations of psychoanalysis put forward by contemporary critical theorists
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such as Jürgen Habermas and Axel Honneth, Allen argues that the work of Melanie Klein
offers an underutilized resource. She draws on Freud, Klein, and Lacan to develop a more
realistic strand of psychoanalytic thinking that centers on notions of loss, negativity,
ambivalence, and mourning. Far from leading to despair, such an understanding of human
subjectivity functions as a foundation of creativity, productive self-transformation, and
progressive social change. At a time when critical theorists are increasingly returning to
psychoanalytic thought to diagnose the dysfunctions of our politics, this book opens up new
ways of understanding the political implications of psychoanalysis while preserving the
progressive, emancipatory aims of critique.
Praise for First Edition: `The book is very intimate; the first chapter on Klein's personal and
professional life is extremely candid and enlightening. Will be enjoyed by pre-professional
students and psychoanalytically oriented theoreticians and practitioners' - Choice Melanie Klein
was without doubt one of the most influential figures in the development of psychoanalysis.
Whilst constantly challenging Freud's theories, and at the same time placing more importance
on some of the neglected aspects of his work, Klein developed new psychoanalytic concepts
from her detailed observations of the behaviour and thought processes of the children and
adults she treated in the consulting room. In this Second Edition of Melanie Klein, Julia Segal
uses case studies of Klein's sessions with children to show how she developed her unique
form of communication with her clients. As well as assessing Klein's major theoretical and
practical contributions to the profession, the author examines and challenges the criticisms
aimed at Klein, and traces her influence on counsellors and psychotherapists working today. In
contrast to existing books, which require specialist psychoanalytic knowledge, Julia Segal
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provides a concise and refreshing introduction to Klein's life and work which is accessible to all.
Reading Klein provides an introduction to the work of one of the twentieth century’s greatest
psychoanalysts, known in particular for her contribution in developing child analysis and for her
vivid depiction of the inner world. This book makes Melanie Klein’s works highly accessible,
providing both substantial extracts from her writings, and commentaries by the authors
exploring their significance. Each chapter corresponds to a major field of Klein’s work outlining
its development over almost 40 years. The first part is concerned with her theoretical and
clinical contributions. It shows Klein to be a sensitive clinician deeply concerned for her
patients, and with a remarkable capacity to understand their unconscious anxieties and to
revise our understanding of the mind. The second part sets out the contribution of her ideas to
morality, to aesthetics and to the understanding of society, introducing writing by her
associates as well as herself. The book provides a lucid account of Klein’s published writing,
presented by two distinguished writers who know her work well and have made creative use of
it in their own clinical and extra-clinical writing. Its aim is to show how substantial her
contribution to psychoanalytic thinking and clinical practice was, and how indispensable it
remains to understanding the field of psychoanalysis. Reading Klein will be a highly valuable
resource for students, trainees in psychoanalysis, psychoanalytic practitioners and all who are
interested in Melanie Klein and her legacy.
INTRODUCING guide to the pioneering child psychoanalyst. Born in Vienna in 1882, Melanie
Klein became a pioneer in child psychoanalysis and developed several ground-breaking
concepts about the nature and crucial importance of the early stages of infantile development.
Although she was a devoted Freudian, many of her ideas were seen within the psychoanalytic
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movement as highly controversial, and this led to heated conflicts, particularly with Freud's
daughter, Anna. Introducing Melanie Klein brilliantly explains Klein's ideas, and shows the
importance of her startling discoveries which raised such opposition at the time and are only
now being recognized for their explanatory power. Her concepts of the depressive position and
the paranoid-schizoid position are now in common usage and her work has to be taken
seriously by psychoanalysts the world over. She is also now important in many academic fields
within the human sciences.

Gathers writings by the Viennese psychoanalyst concerning infant analysis,
Oedipal conflicts, anxiety situations, symbol formation, and envy.
This special issue reaches far, not only geographically but mconcerning
personalities, their biographies und also the dynamics which originate therefrom.
Different also are the author’s approaches and procedures in this issue.
Sometimes the person and their origin, with others the personality and their
relationships and sometimes the scientist and their work occupy centre stage.
Melanie Klein is one of the founding figures of psychoanalysis. In her lifetime, she
was a controversial and powerful figure and her legacy has spread worldwide.
Here is a comprehensive review of the many attempts to portray this elusive and
complex woman, including the work of painters, sculptors, and portrait
photographers. Its genesis was an article commissioned by the Melanie Klein
Trust after a pair of delicate low relief sculptures of Klein by Oscar Nemon were
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re-discovered after eighty years in hiding. During his research, Roger Amos
uncovered much material on depictions of Klein, including the fact that she had
destroyed two significant works of art: a bust, also by Nemon, and a portrait by
William Coldstream. What had driven her to destroy these representations of
herself? Why did others survive? The complex and interrelated reasons are
identified and discussed alongside the history of each artistic project, locating
them in a narrative of Klein’s life. Through an understanding of the subject/artist
relationship, Amos illuminates Klein’s professional life in a new, intriguing, and
enjoyable approach. A must-read for all scholars and professionals in the fields of
psychoanalysis and portraiture, plus those with an interest in Melanie Klein or
aesthetics.
Kleinian psychoanalysis has recently experienced a renaissance in academic
and clinical circles. Reading Melanie Klein responds to the upsurge of interest in
her work by bringing together the most innovative and challenging essays on
Kleinian thought from the last two decades. The book features material which
appears here for the first time in English, and several newly written chapters.
Reading Melaine Klein recontextualizes Klein to the more well-known works of
Freud and Lacan and disproves the long-held claim that her psychoanalysis is
both too normative and too conservative for critical consideration. The essays
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address Klein's distinctive readings of the unconscious and phantasy, her
tenacious commitment to the death drive, her fecund notions of anxiety,
projection and projective identification and, most famously, her challenge to
Freud's Oedipus complex and theories of sexual difference. The authors
demonstrate that not only is it possible to rethink the epistemological basis of
Kleinian theory, rendering it as vital as those of Freud and Lacan, but also that
her psychoanalysis can engage in powerful and productive dialogue with diverse
disciplines such as politics, ethics and literary theory. This timely collection is an
invaluable addition to the scholarship on Melaine Kein and catalyst for further
debate not only within the psychoanalytic community but also across social,
critical and cultural studies.
Melanie Klein in BerlinHer First Psychoanalyses of ChildrenRoutledge
Until recently underestimated in America, Melanie Klein was a leading figure in
psychoanalytic circles from the 1920s until her death in 1960. Parent of objectrelations theory, she saw the development of children, and of the female in
particular, in a way that was both an extension of and a challenge to orthodox
Freudian thinking. Now, drawing on a wealth of hitherto unexplored documents
as well as extensive interviews with people who knew and worked with Klein,
Phyllis Grosskurth has written a superb account of this important, complicated
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woman and her theories—theories that are still growing in influence both here and
abroad. Melanie Klein was not only a highly original theorist and effective
practitioner, but a thoroughly fascinating woman. This brilliant, definitive book on
her life is a major contribution to psychoanalytic history.
Melanie Klein s Lectures on Technique is based on a series of six lectures given
by Melanie Klein to students at the British Psychoanalytical Society in 1936 and
repeated several times in subsequent years. They were discovered in the
Melanie Klein Archives housed in the Wellcome Medical Library and have been
previously described by Elisabeth Spillius but never before published. In this
book, John Steiner explores what characterises Kleinian Technique, how her
technique changed over the years, what she saw as the correct psychoanalytical
attitude and also how psychoanalytic technique has changed since Klein s death.
Melanie Klein, who moved to England from Berlin in 1927, became one of the
leading psychoanalysts, following Freud and making an important contribution in
the theory and practice of psychoanalysis. A pioneer in child analysis, her work
remains widely influential throughout the world. This book consists of the full text
of the original six lectures, accompanied by a critical analysis from John Steiner
who is known internationally as a leading Kleinian analyst and writer. They
demonstrate the importance of the lectures in understanding Klein s work and its
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continued relevance for contemporary psychoanalysis. In addition, also published
for the first time, this book includes annotated transcripts of a preserved
recording of a seminar Klein held in 1958 with young analysts of the British
Psychoanalytical Society. In this seminar, close to the end of her life, many of the
points made in the earlier lectures were elaborated upon and brought further up
to date in light of developments in Klein s thinking during the intervening years.
Featuring rare, previously unpublished material, Melanie Klein s Lectures on
Technique provides a new and significant contribution to understanding of the
Kleinian paradigm. It will be essential reading for all psychoanalysts and
psychoanalytic psychotherapists interested in and influenced by Klein s work and
legacy. "
"This book discusses the role of motherhood in psychoanalysis, and how this
contributed to the British welfare state in the first half of the twentieth century"-This book provides the reader with rich evidence of the very contemporaneity of
Karl Abraham, reminding the reader of his unique clinical contributions to such
diverse areas of concentration as the psychoses, depression, and the preoedipal.
This book briliantly explains Klein's work, describing the startling discoveries that
raised such opposition at the time. Now Klein's ideas are being recognized for
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their explanatory power, and her concepts of the depressive and paranoidschizoid positions are in common usage.
Melanie Klein remains one of the most important and influential figures in
psychoanalysis. Klein pioneered the analysis of children and applied her insights
on the infantile origins of unconscious drives to adult analysis.Meira Likierman's
study is the best available introduction to Melanie Klein's thought and work.
While much writing has been devoted, predominantly by contemporary Kleinian
adult psychoanalysts, to the Kleinian and post Kleinian development of Klein's
work, comparatively little has recently been written about the ongoing importance
and character of Klein's clinical work for contemporary psychoanalytic
psychotherapy or analysis with very small children (2 - 6 year olds). Little
attention now seems to be paid to the revolutionary character of her work from
the start (in the early 1920s) with this age group and its challenges, still relevant
today, or to her recognition of the importance of mother-infant relations in the
period long before World War II brought investigation into and understanding of
problems of attachment, separation and loss. This book addresses these issues
and re-explores Klein's work in these (and other) areas. This book is concerned
primarily with Klein's work with pre-latency children and aims to give these small
children more of the voice today that Melanie Klein herself discovered.
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Melanie Klein: The Basics provides an accessible and concise introduction to the
life and work of Melanie Klein, whose discoveries advanced those of Freud and
other analysts, deepening our insight into the unconscious domain of psychology
in human beings. Klein began her work by developing a method of
psychoanalysis for children, who suffer from anxiety and other, often
unrecognised, conflicts, which enabled understanding of those crucial early steps
in the development of human mind and identity. Although she initiated one strand
of clinical and theoretical developments, many of her discoveries are wellregarded by other schools of psychoanalysis. The book contains four parts, as
well as further reading suggestions and a helpful glossary of key terms. Part I
introduces Melanie Klein in the context of her life, her early interest in
psychoanalysis and her first discoveries; Part II takes up the development of her
technique of child analysis and discusses the ways in which her insights and
conclusions in this area influenced the technique of adult analysis and the more
general understanding of the human mind; Part III focuses on further scientific
and clinical developments in psychoanalytic technique – especially those
referring to the understanding and treatment of serious emotional disturbance,
e.g. psychosis or affective disorders; Part IV focuses on contemporary
developments in Kleinian and post-Kleinian psychoanalysis, considering clinical,
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cultural, and socio-political applications. Each chapter poses a basic question at
the outset, provides an account of how Klein faced this question and worked with
it to develop her ideas, and ends by posing a follow up question to be addressed
in the subsequent chapter. This book will greatly appeal to readers from any field
seeking a clear and concise introduction to Melanie Klein. It will also interest
researchers and professionals working within the field of psychoanalysis seeking
a succinct overview of Melanie Klein’s contribution.
Portrays the lives and contributions of five pioneering women in the field of
psychoanalysis
'Did Melanie Klein ever think that 50 years after her death her ideas would be spreading worldwide in such a fruitful and productive way? In one sense she would be surprised, but in
another, I think she might have regarded it as just to be expected. She had a very high regard
for her own work, and enormous confidence that she was on to something new. At the same
time she was fatefully resigned to being misunderstood and rejected - just as Freud had been,
of course. But now, here is the evidence of her success: two thousand plus references, and
climbing. Klein's ideas are truly international now, and perhaps wherever Freud is there Klein
shall be, to adapt a well-known phrase. Of course this is in the context of other schools which
also spread slipperily across the globe, thanks now to the web. But the author's bibliography is
a proper published document, and is of immense potential use for clinicians, students, and
researchers.
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Melanie Klein was a Viennese psychoanalyst who extended the work of Sigmund Freud in
significant and innovative ways. She lived and worked in the UK from 1926 until her death in
1959. During her life she was a controversial and divisive figure and has remained so since her
death; conflict between the Freudian and Kleinian strands of psychoanalysis dominated the
history of psychoanalysis in the latter half of the twentieth century. The reasons why she
polarised opinion are multiple and complex; partly they were related to her psychoanalytic
ideas and how she expressed them but they were also intrinsic to her personality. In 2016, a
pair of delicate low relief sculptures of Melanie Klein in profile were re-discovered, having been
hidden away for some eighty years, and have been subsequently identified as the work of the
sculptor Oscar Nemon. Roger Amos was asked to write a brief article about these sculptures
for publication on the Melanie Klein Trust website. During his research, he discovered that
Klein had destroyed two significant works of art depicting herself: one a bust by the same
sculptor as the low relief profiles, Oscar Nemon, and the other a portrait by William
Coldstream. This beautifully illustrated book is the first comprehensive review of all attempts to
portray Klein during her lifetime, from her earliest childhood until her old age, including the
work of painters, sculptors, and portrait photographers. It reviews the history of each artistic
project and the relationship between Klein and the artist involved, locating them in a narrative
of Klein's life. The complex and interrelated reasons why she chose to destroy some of the
representations of herself but kept others are identified and discussed. Through an
understanding of the subject/artist relationship, Amos illuminates Klein’s professional life in the
world of psychoanalysis. A must-read for all scholars and professionals working in the field of
psychoanalysis, psychotherapy and psychodynamic counselling, plus those with an interest in
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Melanie Klein or aesthetics, this enjoyable read shines a never-before seen light on to the
world of Melanie Klein.
Melanie Klein and Marcelle Spira: Their Correspondence and Context includes 45 letters
Melanie Klein wrote to the Swiss psychoanalyst Marcelle Spira between 1955 and 1960, as
well as six rough drafts from Spira. They were discovered in Spira’s library after her death in
2006. As only a few of the letters that Klein wrote to her colleagues have been preserved, this
moving, historically important correspondence sheds new light upon the last five years of
Klein’s creative life. The common theme of the letters is their discussion of the French
translation of The Psycho-Analysis of Children by Boulanger in collaboration with Spira. The
translation, first undertaken by Lacan, went through many ups and downs until it was published
in 1959 by the Presses Universitaires de France. Klein also discusses her current work, in
particular Envy and Gratitude (1957). She encourages her pioneering Swiss colleague Spira to
be patient in the face of the resistance shown towards Kleinian thinking. Identifying herself to
some extent with her younger follower, Klein reveals a very touching autobiographical account
of the difficulties that she herself had encountered in her work and how she overcame them. In
Melanie Klein and Marcelle Spira: Their Correspondence and Context, Jean-Michel Quinodoz
brings together these important letters. This rare collection of their correspondence is a
valuable contribution to the history of psychoanalysis and will be essential reading for
psychoanalysts, trainee psychoanalysts and lay readers with an interest in the work of Klein
and Spira.
Following Freud's death in 1939, the radical theories of Melanie Klein were the subject of
prolonged controversy and fierce debate within the British Psychoanalytical Society. At the
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time, individuals fought passionately in support of their positions. In the midst of, or as a result
of, the personal animosities and political manoeuvrings, important intellectual contributions
were made, and practical decisions taken, which were to affect the development of
psychoanalysis down to the present day. The Freud-Klein Controversies 1941-45 offers the
first complete record of the debate, including all relevant papers and correspondence, based
on previously closed archive material which is presented without censorship.
The Psycho-Analysis of Children, first published in 1932, is a classic in its subject, and
revolutionised child analysis. Melanie Klein had already proved, by the special technique she
devised, that she was a pioneer in that branch of analysis. She made possible the extension of
psycho-analysis to the field of early childhood, and in this way not only made the treatment of
young children possible but also threw new light on psychological development in childhood
and on the roots of adult neuroses and psychoses.
"A brief but comprehensive statement of the author's findings and theories in psycho-analysis"
- Editorial note.
The Routledge Handbook of Psychoanalysis in the Social Sciences and Humanities provides a
comprehensive, critical overview of the historical, theoretical and applied forms of
psychoanalytical criticism. This path-breaking Handbook offers students new ways of
understanding the powers and limits of psychoanalysis, and of the social, cultural and political
possibilities of psychoanalytic critique. The book offers students and professionals clear and
concise chapters on the development of psychoanalysis, introducing key theories that have
influenced debates over the psyche, desire and emotion in the social sciences and humanities.
There are substantive chapters on classical Freudian theory, Kleinian and Bionian theory,
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object-relations psychoanalysis, Lacanian and post-Lacanian approaches, feminist
psychoanalysis, as well as postmodern trends in psychoanalysis. There is a strong emphasis
on interdisciplinary approaches to psychoanalytic critique, with contributions drawing from
developments in sociology, politics, history, cultural studies, women’s studies and architecture.

This volume introduces the psychoanalyst Melanie Klein to the general field of
education and traces her theories of mental life as an emotional situation,
through to problems of self/other relations in our own time. The case is made for
Klein’s relevance and the difficulties her theories pose to the activities of learning
and pedagogical relation. Klein’s vocabulary—the paranoid/schizoid and
depressive positions, phantasy, object relations, projective identification, anxiety,
envy, and the urge for reparation and gratitude— are discussed in terms of their
evolution and the designs of her main questions, all stemming from the problem
of inhibition. Her contribution to an understanding of symbolization and the shift
from concrete thinking to greater freedom of mind is analyzed. The essay
develops the following questions: why is learning an emotional situation? How did
Klein’s life and larger history influence her views? What are her central theories
of mental life? Why did Klein focus on anxiety and phantasies as making up the
life of the mind? What is object relations theory? And, what does Klein’s model
of the self proffer to contemporary education in schools and in universities?
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The central theme of this book is concerned with the controversies on technique
between Anna Freud and Melanie Klein in the 1920s and 1930s, and with a clear
differentiation between child analysis proper and analytical child psychotherapy.
Alex Holder takes into account the historic background in which child
psychoanalysis developed, especially World War II and the Nazi regime in
Germany. The author also looks at the way child psychoanalysis developed in
specific institutions, such as the Hampstead Child Therapy Course in London,
and in specific areas, such as the spread of child analysis in the US. The
concluding chapter is on the importance of knowledge of child analysis among
psychoanalysts working with adults. The differences in the theories of the two
"greats" in child analysis, Anna Freud and Melanie Klein, are examined one by
one, including such concepts as the role of transference, the Oedipus complex
and the superego.
Lectures on Technique by Melanie Klein is based on a series of six lectures given
by Melanie Klein to students at the British Psychoanalytical Society in 1936 and
repeated several times in subsequent years. They were discovered in the
Melanie Klein Archives housed in the Wellcome Medical Library and have been
previously described by Elizabeth Spillius but never before published. In this
book, John Steiner explores what characterises Kleinian Technique, how her
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technique changed over the years, what she saw as the correct psychoanalytical
attitude and how psychoanalytic technique has changed since Klein’s death.
Melanie Klein, who moved to England from Berlin in 1927, became one of the
leading psychoanalysts, following Freud and making an important contribution in
the theory and practice of psychoanalysis. A pioneer in child analysis, her work
remains widely influential throughout the world. This book consists of the full text
of the original six lectures, accompanied by a critical analysis from John Steiner
who is known internationally as a leading Kleinian analyst and writer. Steiner
demonstrates the importance of the lectures in understanding Klein’s work and
their continued relevance for contemporary psychoanalysis. In addition, also
published for the first time, this book includes annotated transcripts of a
preserved recording of a seminar Klein held in 1958 with young analysts of the
British Psychoanalytical Society. In this seminar, close to the end of her life,
many of the points made in the earlier lectures were elaborated upon and
brought further up to date in light of developments in Klein’s thinking during the
intervening years. Featuring rare, previously unpublished material, Lectures on
Technique by Melanie Klein provides a new and significant contribution to
understanding of the Kleinian paradigm. It will be essential reading for all
psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic psychotherapists interested in and influenced
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by Klein’s work and legacy.
Melanie Klein gives a detailed account of the analysis of a ten year old boy,
Richard. Klein describes the day to day course of the analysis interpreting
Richard`s drawing, play, verbal associations and reports of dreams. Also
included is the reproduction of the drawings made by the patient, the analysis of
which is elaborated in this text. This fascinating and deeply instructive case study
shows the fluctuations which characterise a psycho-analysis and reveals the
dynamics of the steps which eventually lead to progress in treatment. In a series
of notes accompanying the clinical description, Melanie Klein comments upon the
clinical material, linking the actual instances to more theoretical conclusions. In
doing so, she has provided an invaluable guide to the technique of psychoanalysing children.
Trauma, Guilt and Reparation identifies the emotional barriers faced by people
who have experienced severe trauma, as well as the emergence of reparative
processes which pave the way from impasse to development. The book explores
the issue of trauma with particular reference to issues of reparation and guilt.
Referencing the original work of Klein and others, it examines how feelings of
persistent guilt work to foil attempts at reparation, locking trauma deep within the
psyche. It provides a theoretical understanding of the interplay between feelings
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of neediness with those of fear, wrath, shame and guilt, and offers a route for
patients to experience the mourning and forgiveness necessary to come to terms
with their own trauma. The book includes a Foreword by John Steiner. Illustrated
by clinical examples throughout, it is written by an author whose empathy and
experience make him an expert in the field. The book will be of great interest to
psychotherapists, social workers and any professional working with traumatized
individuals.
A perfect introduction to Melanie Klein’s modern neuroscientific research.
Melanie Klein's writings, particularly on infant development and psychosis, have
been crucial both to theoretical work and to clinical practice. Envy and Gratitude
collects her writings from 1946 until her death in 1960, including two papers
published posthumously. Klein's major paper, 'Notes on Some Schizoid
Mechanisms', introduces the concept of the paranoid-schizoid position, in which
the infant ego splits, projects and introjects its objects - most particularly the
mother - during the first few months of life. Envy and Gratitude, her last major
work, introduces her theory of primary envy.
This book is designed to meet the needs of students who seek, in one volume, a
text which places emphasis upon core concepts and clinical material,but which at
the same time reflects the range of applications in therapy....
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